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			 Related Part Number
	
					PART	Description	Maker
	SF-0603SP450M-2 SF-0603SP800M-2 SF-0603SP400M-2 	Time Lag Multilayer Surface Mount Fuses
	Bourns Electronic Solut...

	SF-0603SP050 SF-0603SP063 SF-0603SP080 	Time Lag Surface Mount Fuses
	Bourns Electronic Solut...

	TF600 2000.0012 2000.0011 2000.0010 	Surface Mount Fuse, 10.1 x 3.22 mm, Time-Lag T, Telecom
	Schurter Inc.

	0465002.DR 0465005.DR 046502.5DR 0465001.DR 046506	Surface Mount Fuses NANO2? > 250V UMF Time Lag > 465 Series
Surface Mount Fuses NANO2 > 250V UMF Time Lag > 465 Series
	Littelfuse

	SR-5-1.25A-BK COOPERINDUSTRIES-SR-5-1.25A-AP SR-5-	FUSE 1.25A 250V T-LAG IEC SHORT TIME DELAY BLOW ELECTRIC FUSE, 1.25A, 250VAC, 35A (IR), THROUGH HOLE
FUSE 1.6A 250V T-LAG IEC SHORT
PC Board Fuse; Current Rating:1A; Voltage Rating:250V; Fuse Terminals:Radial Lead; Fuse Size/Group:Subminiature; Fuse Type:Time Delay; Interrupting Current Max:35A; Leaded Process Compatible:Yes; Packaging:Ammo Pack
FUSE 1A 250V T-LAG IEC SHORT
Subminiature Fuses
	Cooper Bussmann, Inc.
COOPER INDUSTRIES
List of Unclassifed Man...

	0219004.MXAEP 0219004.MXAP 	TIME LAG BLOW ELECTRIC FUSE, 4A, 250VAC, 150A (IR), THROUGH HOLE
TIME LAG BLOW ELECTRIC FUSE, 4A, 250VAC, 150A (IR), INLINE/HOLDER
	

	066301.6 06633.15 06631.25 066306.3 066302.5 0663.	LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.60, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 36.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .800, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 87.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .500, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 187.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 3.15, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 17.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 3.15, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 17.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .400, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 239.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .630, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 129.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .125, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1241.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .160, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 990.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 6.30, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 7.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .200, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 718.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.50, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 20.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.50, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 20.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 27.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .250, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 475.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 4.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 12.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 4.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 12.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .315, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 326.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .063, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 4490.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .080, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2648.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .063, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 4490.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .050, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 7573.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .160, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 990.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .100, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1869.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .080, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2648.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 75.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 5.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 9.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.25, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 50.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.25, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 50.
Photoelectric Sensor; Sensor Input Type:Optical; Sensing Range Max:3m; Sensor Output:Relay RoHS Compliant: Yes 轴向引线保险丝和墨盒
PT 16C 16#16 SKT PLUG 轴向引线保险丝和墨盒
Circular Connector; Body Material:Aluminum; Series:PT06; No. of Contacts:16; Connector Shell Size:20; Connecting Termination:Solder; Circular Shell Style:Straight Plug; Circular Contact Gender:Socket; Insert Arrangement:20-16 轴向引线保险丝和墨盒
Axial Lead and Cartridge Fuses 轴向引线保险丝和墨盒
Circular Connector; Body Material:Aluminum; Series:PT06; Number of Contacts:24; Connector Shell Size:20; Connecting Termination:Solder; Circular Shell Style:Straight Plug; Circular Contact Gender:Socket; Insert Arrangement:20-24
Circular Connector; MIL SPEC:MIL-C-26482, Series I, Solder; Body Material:Aluminum; Series:PT06; No. of Contacts:61; Connector Shell Size:24; Connecting Termination:Solder; Circular Shell Style:Straight Plug; Body Style:Straight
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.25, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 50.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 5.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 9.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 5.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 9.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 75.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 75.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .250, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 475.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .315, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 326.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .125, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1241.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .063, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 4490.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .050, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 7573.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .080, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2648.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .050, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 7573.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .315, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 326.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 4.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 12.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .250, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 475.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 27.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 27.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.50, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 20.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .200, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 718.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 6.30, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 7.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .160, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 990.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .100, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1869.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .125, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1241.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .630, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 129.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .400, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 239.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .400, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 239.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 3.15, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 17.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .500, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 187.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .800, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 87.
LT-5 tm time lag fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 6.30, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 7.
   Axial Lead and Cartridge Fuses
	Littelfuse, Inc.
LITTELFUSE[Littelfuse]

	UMTS1.25 UMTS2.5 UMTS315 UMTS4 UMTS400 UMTS500 UMT	   Square Ceramic Surface Mount Time Lag Fuse
	Bel Fuse Inc.

	JS300 	Time-Lag Fuse Series
	Bel Fuse

	2JS-16 	Time-lag Fuse Series
	Bel Fuse Inc.

	5VT6.3-R 5VT3.15-R 5VTP3.15-R 	Fuses, RoHS 6.3A 250V T IEC GLASS 5X20 TIME LAG BLOW ELECTRIC FUSE, 6.3A, 250VAC, 35A (IR), INLINE/HOLDER
Fuses, RoHS 3.15A 250V T IEC GLASS 5X20 TIME LAG BLOW ELECTRIC FUSE, 3.15A, 250VAC, 35A (IR), INLINE/HOLDER
TIME LAG BLOW ELECTRIC FUSE, 3.15A, 250VAC, 35A (IR), THROUGH HOLE
	Bel Fuse, Inc.
BEL FUSE INC
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